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Introduction. The object of the present paper is to make a first step in the

extension of the well-known St'urm-Liouville expansion theorem for a differ-

ential equation with one parameter to the case of systems of equations. A

certain type of system of two equations of the first order in two unknowns

will be considered. The essential facts deduced may be summarized in the

following

Theorem.    The values of X for which the system

re'(x) - [a(x) +X] v(x) = 0,

v'(x) + [b(x) +X]re(x) = 0,

a0re(0) + ß0v(0) = 0,

ait«(l)+jSit>(l) =0,

(where a(x) ,b(x) are continuous functions, 0 Si x Si 1, and \a0\ + \ßo\ 9e 0,

I ai I + | ßi | 7a 0 ) possesses non-trivial solutions, are all real, and infinite in

number, extending to infinity positively and negatively and having no finite limit-

point. For each such value X„ there is one and only one solution [ un, vn ] ; the

set of solutions corresponding to all values of\is orthogonal and may be normalized,

these terms being used to characterize the relations:

J[ Um Un + Dm Vn ] dx  =
o.

If f (x), g (x) are any two functions having continuous second derivatives ana

satisfying the conditions

<*of(0)+ßog(0) =0,        aif(l)+ßig(l) =0,
then

+ 00

f(x) =   X) cnun(x),
n=—oo

+ 00

g(x) = X) c„ vn(x),
n=—oo

* Presented to the Society, Sept. 5, 1917.
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0, m 9e n,

1, m = re.
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where

Cn  =   I     [fun + gV„]dx,
Jo

the convergence being uniform.

The method of treatment follows closely that of Kneser* on a single equation

of the second order. A further extension of the present results to a more

complicated form of boundary condition has been made by Dr. C. C. Camp.

It may be noted that the several systems of integral equations used are in

each case of the Volterra type; solutions could therefore be obtained directly

in the form of uniformly convergent infinite series without any use of the

notation for the resolvent system to the kernel system; this notation serves

only to abbreviate the presentation.

We deal with the homogeneous system of differential equations

(1) tt'-(o + X)» = 0,       t/ + (6 + X)m = 0,

and the corresponding non-homogeneous system

(2) u' - (o+X)«- <p,       v'+ (b + \)u = f.

Here the independent variable x ranges over a finite real interval, which for

convenience we take to be the interval O^x^l; Xisa parameter which

may have any real or complex value. The functions o, b, <p, \j/ are real and

depend on x alone; they are continuous, and the first two have continuous

first derivatives. The unknown functions u, v depend on x and X; the nota-

tion u', v' denotes differentiation with respect to x. Throughout the paper

the variable X will be included in or omitted from the notation for function

depending on it, as seems convenient.

A function-pair [u, v], such that u, v have continuous first derivatives and

satisfy (1) or (2), will be called a solution; the product of a solution [u, v]

by a constant c is to mean the solution [cu, cv]. The solution [0, 0] of (1)

is a trivial solution.

We consider also the boundary conditions

(Bo) a0u(0) + ßov(0) = 0,

(Pi) al«(l)+j81«(l)=0,

where a<>, ßo, ai, ßi are real constants such that

|«o| + |A>| *0,        |ai| + \ßi\ ^0.

In view of the latter conditions, there will be no loss of generality in writing,

when this is convenient,

(3) a0 = cos 0o,       ßo = sin0o;       ai = cisfli,       |8i = sinöi.

•Mathematische Annalen, vol. 58 (1904), p. 81; vol. 60 (1905), p. 402.
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We shall use the notation F = 0 ( ̂  (X ) ), where F is a function of X with

or without x and other real variables, to denote that there exist positive real

constants A, K such that \F\ Si K\<p\ when |X| > A; thus if F depends on

other variables besides X, the notation involves the idea of uniformity. A

similar notation will be used with a real (positive or negative) integer re in

place of X.

The homogeneous system.   Theorem I.    The system (1) with initial condi-

tions

(4) re(0) = a,       v(0) = ß,

where a, ß are any constants, possesses for each X one and only one solution

[«,»]; this solution is of the form

re(x) = a cos £ + /3sin £ + 01 - J>

v(x) = ß cos£ — a sin £ + 01 - J >

£ = Xx + | fX[ais) +bis)]ds.

u(x) - t/(x)+(l+|^(acos£ + ,Ssin£),

vix) = F(x) + (l+AV/3cos£-asin£).

By substitution in (1) we find that

V -ia + \)V =£,

(8) 0
V' + ib+\)U~Z,

where

„,     . .      — aaib — a) — 2ßa' .   y , ßaib — a) — 2aa'       y
P(x,\) =-i-—^-^-sin£ + ^--/—-cos£,

4 4

(9) n,     \\     otb(b-a) -2ßb'       t^ßbib-a)+2ab'.   ,Q(x,X)-i--í-tl-cos£+^-i-j-sin£,
4 4

or

P(x,\) =a(6~a)(|8cos£-asin£) - j(a cos £ + ß sin £),

(10) .   , ,,
Q(x,\) =^T-^'(acos£ + /3sin£) - | (/3 cos £ - a sin £),

(5)

where

(6)

Write

(7)
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and that

(11) F(0)---yjL>, F(0)--*£>.

If we multiply equations (8) respectively by cos Xx, — sin Xx, add, and inte-

grate from 0 to x; and similarly multiply by sin Xx, cos Xx, add, and

integrate, we obtain

(12) U cos Xx - V sin Xx

rx m
=  I    [ o ( s ) V ( s ) cos X« + b ( s ) U ( s ) sin X« ] ds + — >

Jo X

U sin Xx + V cos Xx

ri ff[a (s) V (s) sin Xs — b(s) U (s) cosXs] ds + — >
X

where

M(x,\) = - |aa(0) +  f [P(»)cosX* - Qis) sinX«]di,

(13) *Í
2V(x,X) = - i0fc(O) + j   [Pis) sinX« + Qis) cos\s] ds.

Jo

Now solving (12) algebraically for the U, V appearing on the left, we have

U = ^+  fX[-bis)Uis)sin\ix-s)
X     Jo

(14) +o(»)F(«)cosX(x - s)]ds,

V=ç+ fX[-bis)Uis)cos\ix-s)
X      Jo

— ais)Vis) sinX(x — s)]ds,

where
F(x,X)=      M cos Xx + N sin Xx,(IK) \     >      J

v   ; G(x,X) = - M sinXx + iVcosXx.

This is a system of integral equations of Volterra type for U, V:

Fix)

(16)

where

(17)

U(x) =^+ r[Kiiix,s)Uis)+Knix,s)Vis)]ds,
A Jo

Vix) =G4^ + fX[Knix,s)Uis) + K22ix,s)Vis)]ds,

Knix, s,\) = — bis) sin\ix — s),

Knix,s,\)= ais) cosX(x — s),

Knix, s,\) = — bis) cosX(x — *),

Kn (x, s, X) = — ais) sin X(x — s) .
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To the kernel system Ka there exists a resolvent system Q,-,.    The system

(16) has the unique solution

(18)

Uix)=l^ + ~fX[Qiiix,s)Fis) + Qiiix,s)Gis)]ds,

V(x) =C^-)-+lfX[Q2i(x,s)F(s) + Qit(x,s)G(s)]ds.

By (9),
P = 0(1),        0 = 0(1);

hence by (13),
M = 0(1),       iV = 0(l);

hence by (15),
F = 0(1),        0 = 0(1);

and obviously by (17),
Kij = 0(l).

If we write out the infinite series for the functions Qi, of the resolvent system,

analogous to the usual series of iterated kernels of a single kernel, it is clear that

(19) <?l7 = 0(l).

Thus, finally, by (18), we see that

,-0(1).       . = 0(j);

and this result substituted in (7) yields (5), and completes the proof of the

theorem.

Furthermore, we have, from (9),

from (13),

from (15),

and from (17),

Differentiating (16), we have

d7j(x)_S(x)

ôP/dX = 0(1),       dQ/d\ = 0(l)

dM/d\ = 0(1),      dN/d\ = Oil)

dF/dX = 0(1),       dG/d\ = 0(l)

dKij/d\ = 0(1).

+
r\v   <       ^U(s) , v   .       .dV(s)l,

ÔX
where

S(x) =

Tix) =

dFjx)     Fjx)

ax        x
dGjx) _G(x)

d\ X

+

+

r\dKn(x,s)U(s)+dKu(x,s)V{s)lds¡
Jo   L dk. d\ J

r\dKn(x,*)Uit)+dKn(x,,)Vi9)ld9
Jo   L.        3X oX J
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Evidently S = 0( 1 ), T = 0(1).   Solving the integral system for dU/d\,

dV/d\, we have

d~^ = l^+lf[Qix(x,s)S(s) + Qii(x,s)T(s)]ds,

)+l£[Q2i(x,s)S(s) + Q22(x,s)T(s)]ds.

-°G> %-°(D-
d\

Hence
dU
d\

Combining this result with (7), we have

Theorem II.    If[u,v] represents the solution of the system (1), (4), then

du(x) . .     .
'      =      x(dcos£ - asm£) +

o\

-¿^ = - x(a cos £ + ß sin £) + KO
Turning now to the system (1), (B0), (P>i), we seek first a solution of (1),

(Bo). Two such solutions for a single value of X are clearly linearly de-

pendent; it will therefore suffice to choose a single non-trivial solution. Such

a solution is obtained by using with (1) the initial conditions

re(0) = — do = — sin 0o,       v(0) = a0 = cos0o.

By Theorems I, II we have the

Lemma Í. For every value of\ a solution of (1), (B0) exists, and satisfies the

conditions:

(21)

re(x) = sin(£-0o)+O^V

v(x) = cos(£-0o)+oQV

(22)

du(x) ,>      ...
— ~' =      xcos(£--0o) +

dv(x)

ax
= — x sin ( £ — 0o ) +

Any other solution of (1), (B0) for a fixed value of X is a constant multiple of

this one.

It is now clear that a non-trivial solution of (1), (B0), (Bx) will exist only

in case the solution just found for (1), (So) satisfies also (Bi); this gives a

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. SS.
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condition on X.    We define

0(X) = ai«(l) + di»(l) = w(l) cos0i + c(l) sin0i,

and note that

dD(\)     du(l)       .   ,dv(l)  .   .
"dïr = ^x-cosol + ^x-sm01-

Then the condition for a solution of (1), (Bo) to satisfy also (Bi) isthat

(23) 0(X)=O.

If we now evaluate D (X), dD (X)/dX by use of (21), we find that

(24) 0(X) = sin (£i+ 01-00)+ oQV

(25) —^ = cos (£i + 0i - 0o) + OQ).

where

(26) £i = £(D =\ + i£[a(s) + b(s)]d¿,

or, if we write § I   [a(s) + b(s)] ds + 0X — 0O = — 0,

(27) £(X)v=sin(X-0) + 0(iV

^-» *-> + °®'

In order to investigate the roots of (23), we first prove

Lemma II.    If [u\, vi], [Ui, v2] represent solutions of (1), (Bo), (Bi) for

two distinct values Xi, X2 respectively of X, iAere

Ji   [ «i Ui + v\ Vi ] dx = 0.

If we multiply the equations

u'i - (a + Xi) »i = 0,

v'i + (b+\i)Ul = 0,

Ui — (a + \i) v2 = 0,

v'i + (6+X2)M2 = 0,

respectively by v2, — u¡,, — Vi,ui, and add, we have

-7-[«it>2 - UiVi] = (Xi - X2)[wire2 + vxvt];
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hence

(Xi — X2 )    I     [ Ui Ut + T>i T>2 ] dx =  [ Mi T>2 — Ui Vi ]\.
J»

But since both solutions satisfy ( Po ), ( Pi ), the expression on the right

vanishes.    Therefore if Xi 5^X2, the integral on the left must vanish.

From this result we deduce

Lemma III.    D (X ) has only real roots.

If X is a root, to which corresponds the non-trivial solution [u, v], then

we see by inspection of_(l), (P0), (Pi) that X must also be a root with the

solution [ ü, v ].    If X, X were distinct, then by Lemma II,

X
1

[ uü + vv ] dx — 0 ;

but this would imply that u = v = 0, and the solution would be trivial.

Hence X = X, and X must be real.

We wish to show also that no root of D (X) can be double.    For a double

root we should have simultaneously

D(\) =aiu(l) + ßiv(l) =0,

(29) dDj\) _     dujl) dv(l)     .

Hence it would follow that

(30) .(i)*ü)-t(i)«^)-o-.

If however we multiply the equations

u' - (a +X) v = 0,

v' + (6 +X)m = 0,

(31) (du\      .     ,.,dv

(g)'+(»+x)5-

(of which the last pair are obvious consequences of the first pair) respectively

by dv/d\, — du/d\, — v, u, add, and integrate from 0 to 1, we find

[uo\-vdll=-f![u2+*]dx'

which, since du/d\ and dv/d\ vanish at x = 0, reduces to

!i!)_ ,(i)*<f¿IS

1[M2 + T,2]dx = Ti(l)^l)-T)(l)a4^ = 0,
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by (30). But from this it would follow that re and v are identically zero, which

is untrue.   Hence

Lemma IV.   D (X ) has only simple roots.

In order to determine the location of the real roots, we divide the whole

range of real values of X into two sets of intervals:

In : |X — 0 — nir\ Si-»

Jn: |X-0-(re + è)7r| SlJ,

where re is any integer.   At the beginning of any interval 7„,

X = 0 + (re-i)7r,
and by (27),

D(\) -tm(n-\)T + oQ-\

Similarly at the end of an interval I„,\ =0+ (re + J)x, and

For sufficiently large |X|, therefore, D (X) has opposite signs at the beginning

and end of /„, and hence vanishes at least once inside I„.

In any interval J..X = 0 + (re + 5)7r + 5, |5| Si tt/4 , and

Di\) = i- 1YcosS + 0

But since | cos 51 S 1/ V2, it follows that for sufficiently large | X |, D ( X ) ?= 0
throughout J».

An argument analogous to tne preceding shows that for sufficiently large

IXI, dD i X ) /dX 7= 0 throughout J„. Therefore D ( X ) cannot have more than

one root in each 7„.

Having now proved that for sufficiently large |X|, D(\) has one and

only one root in each /„ and none outside /„, we may write for the large roots

(32) X„=0 + re7r + e„, |.

This expression, substituted in (27), gives

0 = ( - 1 )" sin e„ + 0

G-

-:■
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or

sin e„ .= 0 f - j

Since the choice among the angles e„ corresponding to a given sin e„ is here

uniquely determined by the condition | en \ = 7r/4, we have

-°(D
and finally from (32),

(33) X„=0 + 7i7r + oQV

By using this formula for X„ in (21), we find for the solution [u„, vn] corre-

sponding to the root X„ of D (X),

Unix) = sin (£„ - 0O) + «o
T>„(X)   =COS(£n -0o)  +0(~)'

where £„ is the value of £ for X = X„.

We have seen that two solutions [um, vm], [u„, vn] are in a general sense

orthogonal; that is,

I   [umu„ + vmvn]dx = 0.
Jo>0

We now seek to have each solution normalized

-•i

XJo
[ul + vl]dx = l.

This can be accomplished by dividing un and vn by the constant

vTi[ul + vl]dx.
o

But it is clear from the expressions just found for w„, vn, that

J\ul + V2n]dx=   l + 0(i);

hence normalization leaves the asymptotic forms for w„ (x), vn (x) unchanged.

We shall continue to use the same notation for the normalized solutions.

We collect the preceding results as follows:

Theorem III. The roots of D (X ) are real and simple. For sufficiently large

values öf | X | they have the asymptotic expression

(33) X„ = 0 + mr + °G)
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re being an integer. To each root corresponds one and (except for multiplication

by a constant) only one solution [un, vn] of (1), (B0), (Bi). These solutions

may be taken to form a normal orthogonal set

(34) I   [ um un + vn vn ] dx = | , ' '
Jo                                       I 1, m = re ;

and have the asymptotic expressions

Unix) = sin (£„ - 0O) + OÍ - j,

vn(x) = cos(£„ -e°) + 0(l)-

The non-homogeneous system. Consider now the system (2). Let

[re0, v0] denote a solution satisfying the initial conditions

(35) «o(0) = 0,       7j0(0) = 0.

We call [ux, Vi] the previously discussed solution of (1) satisfying the initial

conditions

(36) Mi(0) = - sin0o,       vx(0) = cos0o,

and introduce a second solution [u2, v2] of (1) satisfying the initial conditions

(37) re2(0) = cos0o,.      v2(0) = sin0o.

Each of the six functions u0, v0, ux, Vi, u2, v2 is an integral function of the

complex variable X. The solutions [ Mi, vi ], [ re2, v2 ] are linearly independent,

since

|«i(0)    »i(0)|
M2(0)       7J2(0)

=   -  1 *0.

Recalling the notation

(38) D(\) = Mi(l) cos0i + ui(l) sin0i,

we also write

(39) Z)0 (X) = M0 ( 1 ) cos 0! + 7j0 ( 1 ) sin 0i.

Both D (X) and Da (X) are clearly integral functions of X.

Any solution of (2) can be written in the form

.   .. M = Mo + Ci Mi + C2 M2 ,

V =   Vo + Ci Vi + c2 v2,

by proper choice of the numbers ci, c2, which are independent of x, but vary

with X. We seek to choose ex, c2 so as to satisfy (B0), (Bx). For (B0)

we need merely take c2 = 0.    Placing this value in (40) and writing out
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( P2 ), we have

(41) Oo(X) + Ci£(X) =0.

In case D (X) ^ 0, we see that

A>(X)
Cl~~Ä(xy'

and hence find for (2), (P0), (Pi) the unique solution

A>(X)
U = U°-DiiX)Ul'

(42) Oo(X)
v=v°-lMX)Vl-

Thus we may state

Lemma V. // P(X) ^ 0, the system (2), (Po), (Pi) has one and only

one solution [u, v]. Throughout any region in which D (X) ^ 0, u and v are

analytic functions of X.

If however X has one of the values X„, so that D (X) = 0, then (37) cannot

be satisfied for any Ci unless also Z>o(X) = 0, and is satisfied for every Ci in

case D0 (X) =0. Let us examine the meaning of the simultaneous vanishing

of D(X), Doi~K). Writing out (2) for [w0, «o] and (1) for [ui, Vi], multi-

plying the four equations in order by Vi, — ui, — Vo,uo, adding, and integrat-

ing from 0 to 1, we have

Mo ( 1 ) »i ( 1 ) - vo i 1 ) «i ( 1 ) =  I   [ <pvi - \pui ] dx.
Jo

But if
Z>(X) = Mi(l) COS01 + di(1) sin 0i = 0,

D0 (X ) = m0 ( l ) cos 0i + Do ( 1 ) sin 0i = 0,

then

and hence
Mo(l)î>l(l)  -T>o(l)Mi(l)   =0,

[ <pVi — ypui ] dx = 0,XJo

or, since [u\, Vi] here represents the solution [u„, v„] corresponding to the

root X„ of P/(X),

(43) f [<pvn - ypun]dx = 0.
Jo

Conversely, if this condition is satisfied and D (X) = 0, then Z)o(X) =0.

Thus when D ( X ) = 0, (43) is a necessary and sufficient condition that also

A>(X) =0.
If then (43) holds, the system (2), (P0), (Pi ) still has solutions for X = X„,
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which are of the form
M =  M0 + Ci M„ ,

V =   V0 + Ci  Vn ,

for any ci. We inquire whether a particular Ci can be chosen in such a way

that the solution [m, v] of (2), (B0), (Bx) for neighboring values of X shall

join analytically to the solution for X„. Since re0, v0, Mi, Vi are analytic for all

X, we see from (42) that it is sufficient that the quotient D0(\)/D (X ) approach

a limit as X approaches X„.    This will always occur:

lim     A)(X) _D'0(\n)
A-A.       D(\) D'(\n)'

since Z)'(X„) ?¿ 0 by Lemma IV.    The resulting [re, v], being analytic in X

near X„ and continuous at Xn, will be analytic also at X„.    Thus we have

Lemma VI.    For X = X„, the system (2), ( B0 ), (Bi) has solutions if and only

if ••i
[ ipVn  - \pUn ] dx  =  0 .

Jo

If this condition is satisfied, a solution [ u, v ] can be selected which joins with the

unique solution for neighboring values of X in such a way that u and v are analytic

throughout a region surrounding Xn.

From this result we have further

Lemma VII.    If for every Xn,
•»i

[ <f>Vn  — \kUn ] dx  = 0 ,
Jo

then the system (2), (Bo), (Bi) possesses a solution [re, v] such that u and v

are integral functions of X.

Let us now interpret further the meaning of the condition just obtained.

Suppose that (43) holds for each Xn. Then the solution [u, v] of (2), (B0),

(Bi), being analytic for all X by Lemma VII, can be written

00

m = I]XByn(x),

(44)
V  =   X^n Zn(x),

■     n=0

where the series converge, uniformly in x, for all X in the complex plane and

for 0 Si x Si 1. It is easily seen that yn, zn are in all cases real. Substituting

in (2) and equating coefficients, we have

y'n  —   aZn   = Zn-l,

(45) ,   ,  ,
zn + byn = - y„_i
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for all values of n, provided we agree to define

(46) y_i = - yj/,       z_i = co.

Write (45) and a similar pair of equations obtained by putting m for n; multi-

ply these four equations respectively by zm, — ym, — z„, y„, add, and integrate

from 0 to 1 ; we have

I   [y^-iy». + 2m_iz„]dx =   I    (ymy„_i+zmz„_i]dx.
Jo Jo

By repeated application of this result it is seen that if we define

(47)

then

(48)

Wr =   f'[
Jo

yo yr + 20 zr ] dx,

r
Jo

iy«yn + ZmZ„] dx =   W^+n

Integrating the inequality

227«+i(x)    ym+iiè)

ynv-iix)   ym-iiS)
+

+

y»H-i(x)    Zn+iiÇ) 2

y„_i(x)    z^-itf)

z„+i(x)   ynv+iit) 2

z„_i(x)   ynv-iit)
+

Zm+l(x)      Zn+liÇ)

Zn-lix)      Zm_l(¿)
^0

with respect to both x and £ between the limits 0 and 1, we have

(49) W, W2m+2- WL^O.2m—2  " 2m+2

If we multiply (44) respectively by y0, z0 and integrate from 0 to 1, we

have the series

£jF„X»,
n—o

convergent for all X.    Omitting alternate terms, we have the series

(50) Wo + X2 W, + X4 PF4 + • • •,

also (since the convergence of a power series is absolute) convergent for all X.

By (48),

W2m = C[y2m + z2m]dx^0.
Jo

We shall show that some W2m = 0.    If W2m ?* 0 for all m, then by (48),

ÍF2m>0,andby (49),
Wj^t ^  W2m

w2m -Wt^+t'
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Hence

w2 - Wt - w, - " ' '

Therefore the series (50) could not converge for X = ^W0/W2, since for that

value the terms of (50) would be respectively greater numerically than the

terms of the series

Wo + Wo + Wo + • • • .

Thus, for some m, W2m = 0; that is, by (48),

I
i

[yi + 2m]dx  = 0,

whence
y m = zm = u j

and, by repeated applications of (45),

ym_l  = 2m_i  = 0,

ym-2   = Zm-1   =  0,

yo     = 2o     =0,

<p      = ik     =0.
Thus we have

Theorem IV.    If <p(x), ^(x) are continuous functions such that for every

solution [un, v„] of (1), (Bo), (Bx),

I     [ <pVn  — XpUn ] dx = 0 ,
.In

then
<p = xp = 0.

Expansion of an arbitrary function-pair.    Let f(x), g(x)   be   a  pair   of

continuous functions, and let there exist the simultaneous expansions

(51)

f(x)   =    X   C„M„(X),
n=—oo

+ 00

g(x) =   Y,  C„ 7J„(X).

If both series converge uniformly, then the coefficients can be determined by

multiplying respectively by un (x), vn (x), adding, and integrating from 0 to

1. In view of the normal orthogonality of the set of [ m„ , vn ], this process

gives

(52) c„ =  I   [fun + gvn ] dx.
Jo
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If term-wise differentiation of (51) is permissible, it is clear that /, ç; must

satisfy also the boundary conditions

(Co) ao/(O) + 0o<7(O) =0,

(Oi) aifil)+ßigil)=0.

We now proceed to investigate the convergence of the two series (51), in

which the coefficients are determined by (52) in terms of two given functions

/ ( x ), g i x ). It is assumed that / and g have continuous second derivatives.

Using (1), and integrating by parts twice, we have

CfUndx=   ~    Ç-i^-dx
Jo Jo   An + O

L    X„ + oJo     J0   ndxX„ + 6

L     X„ + 6Jo     Jo X„ + adx\n + b

_ T _      fVn        . Un       d_       f        "j1

L     X„ + b    X„ + odxX„ + 6_|0

J0    "dx } X„ + adxX„ + 6 J
Similarly,

Cgvn dx = [ J*5- +     *     *JL-T
Jo L^n + a     X„ + 6dxX„ + oJo

f\   d [      1      d      g      } dx
J0   * dx | X„ + b dx X„ + o J

By direct computation, we find that

_J_±J_..(¿)-(¿>
X„ + adxX„ + b

\„ + bdx\n + a     U\KJ     U\n2)'

d_

dx

1      d

Hence

XB + adxXn + 6j      °\k)     °\n2)'

dxlxT+ldïX^Mj      °\XlJ = 0W)'

r>*-[-£»M-«>
IW xíh]>(¿>
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and

Cn = L~x7+Í + x7+^]o + 0(¿)-
But

and

-    /p"     i     gM"    = - /»» + gun ■  0/ 1_\

X„ + 6^X„ + a X„       ' + VW

In case/, g satisfy (C0), ( Ci),

[-/»» + gu„y0 = 0,

and

As the series

"G>
00       1

¿Tí»1

converges, and as
M„  =  0(1), 7J„  =  0(1),

both the series (51) converge uniformly.    It remains to be seen whether they

represent / and g.    Write
+ 00

F(x) = X) c„m„(x),

(53)
G(x)   =   £   Cn Vn(x).

n=— oo

From (53),

Cn  =    I     [FMn + Gvn]dx,
Jo

while also by (52),

Cn  =    I     [fun + 0î>n ] dx .
Jo

Hence, subtracting,

f1[iF-f)un + iG-g)vn]dx = 0,
Jo

and by Theorem IV,

F=f,       G-g.

Two details which have been neglected in the above proof require further

consideration. In the first place, the use of X„ + a, Xn + b in denominators

is permissible, since for sufficiently large X„, they do not vanish. Secondly,

u„, vn have been used above with the understanding that the subscript denotes
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the serial order of the solution in question, while in the earlier part of the paper,

un, v„ have indicated the solution corresponding to the root X„ of D (X) lying

in J„. Since for sufficiently large X one and only one root of D (X ) lies in each

In, the two interpretations of the subscript differ only by a constant, so that

the evaluation X„ = 0 ( re ) is still correct.    We have thus finally proved

Theorem V. If f(x), g(x) are any two functions possessing continuous

second derivatives, 0 Si x Si 1, and satisfying the boundary conditions (Co),

i Ci ), then they may be simultaneously expanded in the uniformly convergent

series:
+ 00

f(x)  =   ]£   C„M„(X),
n=—oo

+ 00

9(X)   =   ]£   C„ Vn(x),
n=—oo

where

c» =  I   [/«« + gv„]dx.
Jo

Cornell University,
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Author's Correction

0. E. Glenn. A memoir upon formal invariancy with regard to binary modular

transformations. Invariants of relativity (Transactions, vol. 21, pp. 285-

312).

(1) My attention was directed by Dr. W. L. G. Williams to the existence

of a certain seminvariant of/4 modulo 3, of degree four, which is not reducible

in terms of the nine seminvariants given on page 295 and stated there, in a

theorem, to form a complete system. The seminvariant is of a type for which

the starred assumption on page 296 is not valid. The error makes my result

for the seminvariants of the quartic modulo 3 much less general than is indi-

cated in the theorem. However, when the system is completed by discovery

of the requisite new forms my starred assumption can perhaps be proved for

it, and thus my theory would be completed.

(2) The following quadratic covariant was inadvertently omitted from the

lists (35), (40), (47):

g = sx\ + (s + bobi + 602)xix2 + b0(b0 + i»i + b2)xl.


